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A CHANNEL STAB[LITY INVNTCRY FOR TWO STREAMS

ON THE EASTERN SLDPES OF THE COAST RANGE, OREGON

ABSTRACT

Stream channel stability for two tributaries of Rock Creek in the

Oregon Coast Range is evaluated by application of a Stream Reach Inven-

tory. Stability nomographs are constructed for graphical analysis of

erosion potential. Results indicate that channel stability can be

classified. One stream is rated as 'Poor' in resistance to erosion,

due primarily to channel scouring by a recent debris torrent. The

second, undisturbed channel, was rated 'Fair' in stability because of

excessive valley-side slope gradients, obstruction by organic debris,

and extreme channel gradients. Sensitivity of the Stream Reach Inventory

and recommendations for refinements are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The erosional processes in a stream are determined by the topography,

soils, geology, streamflow, and land use of its drainage basin, and by

characteristics of its channel system. Attempts at predicting sediment

loads from a watershed based upon drainage area characteristics have

been inconsistent in approach and results. Anderson (1953) has estab-

lished that for 29 basins in Oregon and Northern California, 55 percent

of total sediment load was contributed from main channel banks. In

another study in Michigan, Striffler (1965) estimated that 28 percent

of sediment contribution was from eroding channel banks. Because

instream processes are so important, any procedure designed to analyze
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sediment loading to streams should consicir the stability of channel

banks and bed.

The Northern Region of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service has devised a

procedure for identifying existing and potential sediment sources in a

channel network (Pfankuch, 1975) . This procedure is designed to system-

atically evaluate and ratc physical characteristics of streambeds,

channel banks, and valley-side slopes. Two streams on the Eastern slopes

of the Coast Range in Oregon were selected for evaluation by this assess-

ment technique.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this investigation are:

A. To determine the erosive potential for two streams draining

forested areas in Oregon by applying the U.S.D.A. Forest

Service Stream Reach Inventory;

B. To contrast the stability of a channel recently disturbed

with a channel that is relatively undisturbed;

C. To further develop the Inventory data analysis by construc-

tion of stability nomographs and basin morphometry analysis;

and,

D. To propose recommendations for refinement of the Stream

Reach Inventory as applied to streams in the Oregon Coast

Range.
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

Locat : on

The North and South Forks of the Rock Creek drainage are located

on the eastern slope of Narys Peak irt the central portion of the Oregon

Coast Range, Figure 1. Marys Peak lies within western Benton County

at 440 30' 17" North latitude and 123° 33' 02" West longitude. The

North and South Forks are principle streams of the Corvallis Municiple

Watershed which serves the cities of Corvallis (population 39,100) and

Philomath (population 1,945), Oregon. Rock Creek is a tributary of the

Marys River, which joins the Willaxnette River at the city of Corvallis.

\N\N

Figure 1 Rock Creek Study Site Location
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Climate.

The climate of the study area has been described as modified marine

(SCS Benton County Area Soil Survey, 175) . Marine air masses are deliv-

ered by predominant westerly winds from the Pacific Ocean 40 kilometers

away. Because of coolinq and orographic lifting of the air masses on

the West side of the coast Fanqe, large amounts of precipitation annually

fall on the study area. Average annual precipitation ranges between 119

and 330 centimeters. Elevation is the primary influential factor in deter-

mining annual precipitation at any point within the watersheds. Seventy

percent of the precipitation occurs during the months of November through

March. Heavy rains occurring in winter commonly produce 6.35 centimeters

precipitation per day at upper elevations (Corliss, 1973, p. 76). Pre-

cipitation in the form of rain is predominant for this area, snowfall

occurs intermittently but usually melts rapidly below elevations of 1000

meters (Harr and Yee, 1975, p. 56). The average annual maximum temperature

for east side Coast Range locations is 16.80 Celsius and average minimum

temperature is 40 Celsius.

Geology

The geologic structure of the Rock Creek drainage consists of western

dipping beds of volcanic intrusives and sedimentary rocks of a geanticline

(Baldwin, 1955) , Figure 2. The lowest layer to 15e identified is a thick

intrusive igneous formation known as the Siletz River Formation. The upper

150 meters of this formation is characterized by soft tuffaceous beds and

interfingering of volcanics with sedimentary rocks. Siletz River volcanics

are exposed throughout the drainage basin, especially at lower elevations.

Overlying the instrusive volcanics is a layer of interbedded siltstone/

I .sandstone known as the Tyce Formation. Baldwin (1976) described the Tyee
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Figure 2, Bedrock structure of Marys Peak area along a NW - SE traverse.

After: Baldwin, Ewart "Geology of the Marys Peak and Alsea Quadrangles",
Oil and Gas Investigations Map, OM - 162, 1955.
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as being "made up of rhythmically bedded micaceous sandstone beds grading

upward into siltstone . . . and is of lata Eocene in age." The formation

is over 1800 meters thick and is one of the most commonly found litholo-

gies in the Coast Range.

Marys Peak is capped with a resistant intrusive volcanic sill of

gabbro and diorite. It was ovoilain with sedimentary rock but this has

been eroded away with time. A remnant of the sedimentary overburden

covering the igneous cap rock may be seen in Figure 2. Landslide debris

if found in thick deposits at the base of many steep slopes within the

watershed.

A major northeast trending fault is located on the northern pen-

meter of the Rock Creek study area. Movement along this normal fault is

upward on the southeast side, and downward on the northwest side.

Topography and Basin Morphometry

The Rock Creek drainage typifies the topography of much of the

Oregon Coast Range in that stream valleys are deeply incised and valley

slopes often exceed 60 percent. Local relief in this area ranges from

213.5 meters to 1250 meters at the top of Marys Peak. The average elevation

of ridges is 600 meters.

The South Fork stream system displays a dendritic drainage pattern.

The North Fork system can be described as modified trellis. Many of the

streams enter the main stem at right angles, which is typical of a trellis

network, Figure 1. The upper reaches of both forks lie on cuestal slopes

of western dipping rock beds.

A number of morphometnic characteristics for the North and South

Fork drainage basins and stream networks have been determined. The source

for these measurements was 1:15,840 scale topographic maps supplied by the
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U.S.D.A. Forest Service. The drainaqe areas share common characteristics.

Streams have deeply incised channels into bedrock which has yielded exces-

sively steep valley-side slopes. Longitudinal profiles, Figure 3 and 4,

of the main channel segments reveal that both streams display typical

stream development. Headwater channel gradients are greater than 20 per-

cent, and a reduction of channel gradient occurs in the downslope direction.

There are at least five points in the profile of the South Fork where

breaks in slope can be observed, Figure 4. These 'knick points' may be

the result of the stream cutting through the inclined beds of sedimentary

rock. The irregularities in slope (knick points) do not appear as fre-

quently on the profile for the North Fork channel.

The South Fork channel network exhibits a higher degree of dissection

than the North Fork network. Drainage area of the South Fork is approxi-

mately 40 percent larger than the North Fork drainage, Table 1. So the

higher degree of dissection could be the result of drainage area differences.

In other words, for a given physiographic region the degree of dissection

is a function of drainage area. But the morphometric differences between

the basins are more pronounced than an inequality in basin area. The

North Fork has a higher number of first order streams entering the main

trunk than does the South Fork. In addition, the North Fork is more deeply

incised in its mid-reaches than is the South Fork. These factors suggest

that geologic structure is controlling the variation between the two stream

networks. More investigation would be required to determine the causes of

channel network differences of the two basins.
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TABLE 1. DRAINAGE BASIN AND CHANNEL NEr'7oRK CHARACTERISTICS

Area Total Stream Drainage Length of
Stream (ha) Length (km) Density Study Channel (km)

North Fork 754 17.7 2.12 5.3

South Fork 1298 33.5 2.58 4.7

Hypsometric analysis (Strabler, 1952) of the basins shows that they

are similar in their area-altitude distribution, Figure 5 and 6. The

hypsometric integral, which indicates the area under the hypsometric curve,

is .327 for the North Fork and .311 for the South Fork. Comparison of the

shape of the curves reveals that the upper slopes of the South Fork have

been eroded to a greater extent that the equivalent slopes of the North

Fork. In addition, a larger volume of the land area of the South Fork is

found in the mid- and lower slopes than for the North Fork.

Stream order for the chniel systems was determined according to the

Strahler method (Strahler, 1957). First order streams are those with no

tributaries. A second order stream is composed of two first order streams,

and the ordering system progresses in this manner. For the Rock Creek

watershed, first order streams are often ephemeral. By this method, the

South Fork is a fourth order stream, and the North Fork is a third order

stream. It should be noted that first order streams were determined from

crenulations of contour lines on the topographic mapping, and not solely

from streams shown on the map.

The number of first, second, third, and fourth order segments were

determined for each stream system. Results appear in Table 2, below, as

well as values for the bifurcation ratio. The bifurcation ratio (Horton,

1945) is a ratio of the number of first:second order streams (rbl..2)

second:third order streams (rb2_3) , et cetera.
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TABLE 2. STREAM ORDER, NUMBER, AND BIFURCATION RATIO.

Stream Stream Nuiber Birfucation Ratio
order North Fork South Fork North Fork South Fork

1 22 34

2 5 11 4.4 3.09 rbl2

3 1 3 5.0 3.67 rb23

4 0 1 --- 3.25 rb34

average 4.7 3.34

Measurement of the average surface area contributing to first order

streams was made. The mean first order basin area for the North Fork is

0.24 square kilometers, for the South Fork the value is 0.47 square

kilometers.

Soils, Slcp Stability, and Hydrology

Soils

The soils of the Rock Creek drainage are basically of two associa-

tions; those derived from intrusive igneous rock, and those formed from

sedimentary parent material. The Klickitat soils have been formed from

basic igneous rock and are rich in clay-forming minerals. In association

with the Klickitat series are the Mary, Blachly, Jory andHoneygrove soils.

The other major soil association found in this area is the Bohannon soil

group. Bohannon soils are derived from Tyee sandstone and are typically

poorer in clays. Included in this association is the Slickrock series.

The Klickitat and Bohannon soil associations are not mutually exclusive,

Honeygrove, Blachly, and Jory series can be formed from either igneous

or sedimentary parent material (S.C.S., Benton County Area Soil Survey,

1975). In addition to parent material, slope and slope aspect, drainage

characteristics and vegetation, influence soil formation in this area.
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These soil associations have similar characteristics. They are deep,

well-drained, with low bulk densities and high porosity, Table 3. Both

are classified as 'cohesionless' soiis and exhibit moderate to severe

erosion hazard, depending upon resident slope gradient and drainage

properties (Harr and Yee, 1975 and S.C.S., Benton County Area Soil Survey,

1975). Characteristically, cohesionless soils have weak forces of molecu-

lar attraction between particles and the soils must rely almost totally

on inter-granular friction for their resistive strength. Under a cohesion-

less condition soils would normally fail, or slide, at relatively low

slope gradients. But soil structure increases the ability of soils to

resist downslope gravitational attraction. The Bohannon and Klickitat

soils have highly developed aggregate structure which increases their

permeability, as well as resistive capacity.

TABLE 3. NEAN VALUES FOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE KLICKITAT AND
BOIThNNON SOILS.

Bulk % Sand % Silt % Clay Total Saturated
Soil Density gravel (.074 to Porosity Hydraulic
series (g/cin3) ( .074 mm) .05 mm) ( .05 mm) (%) Conductivity

Horz. Vert.

Klickitat 1.02 87.4 8.4 7.2 64.6 49 39 cm/hr

Bohannon 0.92 87.3 9.2 3.5 68.3 72 67 cm/hr

After: Har and Yee, 1975, Table 4, p. 110.

Slope Stability

Slope stability is an indicator of the magnitude of those forces

driving materials downslope and those forces resisting downslope movement.

It can be expressed for cohesionless soils on infinite slopes (>200 meters)

by the equation:

F = tan 0
tan (3
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where tan 0 is equal to the angle of internal friction and tan B is the

angle of resident slope for a given soil. The angle of internal friction

is the angle, for a given soil, where the driving forces equal and are

opposite to the resistive forces. The value (F) is termed the factor of

safety, and is used as a slope stability index. For slopes where the

factor equals or falls below the value of one (1.0), the slope is about

to fail. For values greater than unity, the slope is stable and will

not fail under normal circumstances.

From triaxial shear tests, Harr and Yee determined that the angle

of internal friction (tan 0) for the Klickitat series was 410 30' dry, and

320 00' saturated. The results for the Bohannon series was 400 30' dry

and 29° 20' saturated (Harr and Yee, 1975). Therefore, for slopes in the

study area greater than 410 30' (88 percent), failure will occur for given

soils with no external resistive forces, eg. soil binding by vegetative

roots.

There is a large difference (25 percent average) between values for

tan 0 when dry and saturated for the above soils. This is attributed to

the disintegration of aggregate soil structure under saturated conditions.

Hydrology

As mentioned in the Climate section above, 119 to 330 centimeters

precipitation annually falls on the study area. The City of Corvallis

uses a mean precipitation figure of 208 centimeters per year for the

watershed (U.S.D.A. Forest Service, Marys Peak Planning Unit, 1976). Of

this amount approximately 53 centimeters is lost by evapotranspiration.

The remaining 155 centimeters is assumed available for runoff as stream-

flow. No information is available for the amount of precipitation input

annually lost to deep percolation.
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The seasonality of streamfiow corresnonds to the timing of precipi-

tation input. Streamflows are highest in winter months, when 55 percent

of the runoff occurs during the months of December, January, and February

(Marys Peaic Planning Unit, 1976). Dr' sumrers and active vegetative

production deplete the soil moisture storaqe during summer months. The

first storms of the fall ccriribite most of their water to replenishing

the soil moisture deficit. Therefore, under typical conditions, much of

the precipitation that occurs during winter months is available for input

into streamflow.

The soils in the Rock Creek drainage have high infiltration capacity

due to their: (a) inherent porosity; (b) aggregate structure; and

(c) organic material in the surficial layers which increases permeability

and capilarity. Overland flow is rarely observed on these soils (Harr

and Yee, 1975, p. 159) . The absence of surficial flow indicates that

water infiltrating the ground interface must move downslope by means of

subsurface flow. Harr and Yee (1975) noted that during one of the wettest

winters on record (winter, 1973-1974) saturated subsurface flow - flow

occurring when all pore spaces are filled with water - occurred infrequently.

The dominant mechanism of transport then is unsaturated flow through the

soil and subsoil layers.

Vegetation

The forest biome of the study area consists primarily of a Douglas

fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) - Western Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) associ-

tion. Noble Fir (Abies procera) appears at elevations above 900 meters.

Western redcedar (Thuja plicata) is found at lower elevations along stream

beds. Hardwood species present are vine maple (Acer circinatum) , red

alder (Alnus rubra), and bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum).
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The shrub layer is composed of sa3al (Gaultheria shallon Pursh.),

mountain Oregon grape (Berheris nerhosa Pursh.), and swordfern (Poly-

stichum munitum Kauls.). The above listing is for dominant species and

is not inclusive.

Land Use Hio

The Rock Creek drainage was set aside as a source for municiple

water supplies by an Act of Congress in February, 1920. Oregon and

California Railroad revested lands in the watershed were placed under the

jurisdiction of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service. In the 3912 hectare

Corvallis Municiple Watershed, 62 percent is managed by the Siuslaw

National Forest. Of the remaining 38 percent, 24 percent is under the

jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management, and 14 percent is operated

by the City of Corvallis.

Two natural disasters have directed much of the current use of the

watershed. A wind storm in 1949 felled millions of board feet of timber

in the area. It became necessary to construct roads into the drainage

basin for removal of damaged trees and for fire protection in future years.

Most of the salvage logging occurred in the early 1950's and the areas

were restocked later in that decade.

Another wind storm in October, 1962 caused more damage to timber in

the watershed. Salvage logging occurred in subsequent years. Timber sales

and logging operations are currently taking place.

Major landslides have occurred in recent years. Most notable is a

slide on the upper reaches of the South Fork which released a debris tor-

rent into the downstream channel. This slide occurred in the winter of

1973-1974, following one of the largest amounts of rainfall input on

record. 4.7 kilometers of channel on the South Fork were scoured by the



debris flow. A second major slide occurred on the North Fork approxi-

mately 100 meters upstream from the Corvallis Reservoir. This slide

released an estimated 2300 cubic meters of material into the reservoir

which rendered it unusable for eight months.2

The city reservoir on the North Fork has a 378,500 cubic meter

storage capacity. Flow from the South Fork and Griffith Creek can be

diverted to the city intake lines for use along with the North Fork

water. Water treatment is provided by a facility for filtration, chlor-

ination, and flouridation. Maximum capacity of 17,000 cubic meters is

provided to the City of Corvallis daily (Marys Peak Planning Unit, 1976,

p. 17). The majority of usage of the Rock Creek water is during summer

months.
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SEDIMENT SOURCES IN A CHANNEL SYSTEM

Soil particles, weathered rock fragments of varying sizes, and

organic debris which are delivered to streams come from a variety of

sources in the landscape. When these materials enter a stream they

become the suspended and bedload sediments of the stream. Sediment

sources may be classified into two distinct phases: those delivering

sediment from outside the channel, external sources, and those contribu-

ting sediment within the channel, internal sources. This differentiation

is made for the purpose of clarification, and it should be emphasized that

the process of erosion, that is the detachment, transport, and deposition

of weathered material, is a complex interaction of the slope, soil, vege-

tative, and hydrologic characteristics of a drainage area.

Figure 7 is a diagram of the various sediment source areas for a

channel system. Arrows indicaLe the direction of sediment movement within

a drainage unit.

EXTERNAL SOURCES INTERNAL

- i SOURCES

Surface erosion
initiated by fire, wind,

"s. road construction,
10 gg I

EXTERNAL I

SOURCES I

Mass
Wasting

Figure 7, Internal and External Sources of Sediment in a Channel System.



External Sources

The external sources are located on the valley slopes and uplands.

Sediment is delivered into a channel by the forces of gravity and moving

water. Mass wasting soil is seen in various expressions such as soil

creep, slumping, landslides, and debris avalanches. Some factors which

effect the rate of sediment uiovement are: degree of weathering, slope

gradient and length, permeability and erodibility of soil, precipitation

form, intensity, and amount, and vegetative cover conditions (Hewlett and

Nutter, 1969; Brown, 1976; Anderson, 1975) . The downslope component of

particle attraction by gravity is greater for steeper slopes. Slope

length becomes a factor because of the inertial forces of particles in

motion. Soil structure is important mainly because of frictional and

cohesive resistance to downslope movement of sediment. The condition of

vegetative cover influences the dispersal of energy of rain drop impact,

and by soil binding forces of root masses.

Role of Water in Erosion from External Sources

Water becomes important in external sources in various ways. First

of all, precipitation intensity effects the degree of dislodgment of soil

particles on exposed surfaces. Secondly, the total amount of precipitation

influences levels of overland flow (where it exists) and increases pore

water pressure after water has infiltrated the surface. Increased pore

water pressure creates bouyant forces within the soil mass and weakens

frictional and cohesive resistance, leading to increased incidence of

slope failures. In addition, soil water tends to break down aggregate

soil structure.

An active process of sediment detachment that is often ignored by

investigators is the formation and subsequent particle detachment by
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needle ice. As extended ice crystals forif above soil capillaries the

surface particles are seprated from tesoilmass, Figure 8. Throughout

a series of freeze-thaw cycles, a sizable volume of soil particles may be

detached and transported c3zwnslope. The rate and magnitude of soil move-

ment by needle ice would he a subject or further investigation.

Figure 8. Needle Ice Formation with Soil Particle
Detachment.

Exposed Surfaces

Exposed surfaces are subject to higher rates of erosion than protected

areas. Soil surfaces may be exposed naturally by fire, wind thrown trees,

insect devasted areas, and sites where mass movement has occurred. Klock

and Helvey (1976) documented the increased frequency of debris torrents on

fire denuded watersheds following a period of rapid snowmelt and high

intensity rainfall in Central Washington.

Human-related activities expose and compact soils and accelerate sedi-
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ment movement into stream channels. Road construction and maintenance,

logging, recreational developments, and urbanization tend to increase the

rate of erosional processes. Megahan (1975) reported that road construc-

tion in conjunction with logging in the Idaho Batholith increased sediment

production 220 times greater than yields from an undisturbed watershed.

Further, mass erosion from roads averaged 350 times as great as the control.

When considering only the logged areas, sediment production was 1.6 times

as great.

Sediment yield from streams in the Oregon Coast Range were signifi-

cantly increased following road construction (Moring, 1975). Suspended

sediment loads were increased 205.3 percent in a watershed that was clear-

cut. For a basin that was patch cut, the increase in suspended sediments

following road construction was 53.5 percent. A large amount of this

factor was attributed to a single road slump into the stream.

Increases in sediment production on exposed surfaces are due primarily

to disruption of soil structure. Incidence of mass wasting become more

frequent with the amount of area in roads (Fredriksen, 1970). Overland

flow with subsequent rill and gully erosion may occur on compacted areas.

Reduction or elimination of vegetation increases soil water reserves and

diminishes soil binding forces.

Internal Sources

Channel Scour

Sediments (suspended and bedload) that are detached, transported, and

deposited by the movement of stream water constitute internal sediment

sources. In terms of an energy balance, sediment in channel banks and bed

is eroded when excess potential energy provided in the stream is converted

to kinetic energy. Stream scour of channel banks and bed provide one of
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the largest sources on continuously evailabie sediment. Scour may be

lateral, as in the cutting of rneanderiro stream, verticle, or headward,

such as in first order streams.

Bedload Conversion

In-channel processing of sediments, chiefly conversion of bedload

to suspended load by abrasion, is another internal source. Anderson

(1975) discussed the measurement of conversion of bedload sediment to sus-

pended sediment by Brown and Ritter of the U.S. Geological Survey in the

Eel River, California. In this river 89 percent of the bedload was abrated

into suspended load size particles by the downstream movement of water.

The magnitude of internal processing of bedload in a small mountainous

stream such as Rock Creek undoubtedly varies from that of the Eel River.

Rising Ground Water

Rising ground water through channel banks and beds can detach small-

grained, entrapped sediments and convert them to suspended load. Ground

water inflow, if great enough, can also increase bedload movement. Clayton,

et al (1966) measured an increase in flow from 3 to 30 cubic feet per

second in a stream in Alaska. They attributed this increase to rising

ground water and estimated that the competence of this stream was increased

by a factor of 1000.

Stream Channel and Unner Bank Interface

It is difficult to differentiate between internal and external pro-

cesses at the stream/upper bank interface. Undercutting of a toe slope

by a stream can initiate a landslide into the channel which provides a

sediment source for the stream. Similarly, lateral cutting creates slump-

ing and sloughing of streambanks in loosely consolidated material. Organic
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debris delivered to a channel by do'nsicpe movement or by lateral cutting

under root masses can create debris jams or flow deflectors. Debris jams

trap sediment, organic materia.1, and pond water until the whole mass is

released during a peak discharge event. Organic debris which deflect

streamf low into channel banks creatrs additional sources of sediment when

horizontal enlargement of the channal commences.

The above presentation has been made to identify and classify eros-

ional processes and sediment sources in a channel system. These processes

occur in all streams but are subject to variation because of differences

through time and in space of streamfiow, geology, soils, slope, vegetation,

and land use within a drainage system.
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PROCEDURE

The procedural design for this study was to use the "Stream Reach

Inventory" (Pfankuch, 1975) and apply it to two streams in the Coast Range

of Oregon. The South Fork of Rock Creek ha recently been subjected to a

major channel disturbance. This 'experimental' channel was compared with

the North Fork channel (control channel) which was assumed not to have

undergone any significant alternations in the recent past.

It may be noted from the outline of procedure, Figure 9, that there

were two phases to the project; data collection, then analysis and output.

The data collection phase consisted of a literature search of topics

related to fluvial geomorphology. Supportive data for field inspection

was compiled from topographic maps, soil surveys, geologic maps and

reports, aerial photography, and reported results from research investi-

gations. Field measurements aud evaluations comprised the field inspec-

tion stage of the project. It was conducted on February 5th and 9th, 1977

for the South Fork and February 26th and 27th, 1977 for the North Fork.

Extreme low winter flows due to a drought in Oregon at that time facilitated

the completion of the field inspection.

The analysis and output phase of the project was a compilation of

data yielded by the Stream Reach Inventory and plotting of these data on

stability nomographs. Nomographs relating factors of the streambed,

channel bank, and valley-side slope were constructed for each stream reach

investigated. The resultant information for channel stability by reach

has application for identification of environmental hazards, critical

reaches (channels that are highly unstable), resource management, and

land use planning.
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CHANNEL STABUTY INVENTORY
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Figure 9, Procedural design for a Channel Stability Inventory.
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Stream Reach Invent

The stated purpose of the Stream Reach Inventory is to:

systemize measurements and eve]uations of the resistive

capacity of mountain stream channels to the detachment of bed

and bank materials and to provide information about the capa-

city of streams to adjust and recover from potential changes

in flow and/or increase in sediment production.3

This approach to the problem of assessing channel stability is by

measuring and subjectively rating selected parameters of a stream channel.

Items considered are parameters of the upper bank, lower bank, and bottom

of a channel. The upper bank is analyzed for landform slope, mass

wasting or failures (existing or potential), debris jam potential, and

vegetative bank protection. Lower bank characteristics are channel

capacity, bank rock content, obstructions, flow deflectors, sediment

traps, cutting, and deposition. Bottom or bed parameters considered are

bottom particle size distribution and percent stable materials, scouring

and deposition, particle angularity, particle brightness, consolidation

of bed materials, and clinging aquatic vegetation. The above channel para-

meters were chosen by the designers of this procedure because of their

conceptual relationship to channel stability.

A rating system of excellent, good, fair, or poor is employed by the

Inventory to classify the stability, or resistance to erosion, of each of

the parameters listed above. Ratings for individual channel characteris-

tics are assigned a numerical weighting factor, and the sum of the weight-

ing factors yields an overall indicator for the stability of a channel

segment evaluated, Appendix B, page 92.
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Stability_Nornographs

The stability nomographs are graphical constructions which display

the relationships between chn.ne1 characteristics of the streambed,

channel banks, and valley-side slope, Figures 10, 11, and 12. These

terms correspond to bottom, lower bank, and upper bank of the Stream

Reach Inventory. For each of the nonogranhs the initial factors plotted

are those for which the lowest numerical weighting factor was assigned.

Factors plotted farther up the nomographs indicate a higher numerical

weighting. An angle of 45° was employed between graphs of related factors

to give equal horizontal weighting to the plotted values. Spacing along

the vertical axis of any graph was accomplished by plotting the numerical

weighting factors of the original Inventory on logarithmic graph paper.

For example, mass wasting is assigned weighting factors of 3, 6, 9, and

12, in the Stream Reach Inventory. So the vertical spacing of the mass

wasting graph in the valley-side slope nomograph, Figure 12, was based

upon this relationship. The end axis of each of the nomographs relates

high and low stability values on a linear scale of one through ten for

each segment of a channel.
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Figur 10, StrEar1r'ed Stability Nomograph
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Figure 12 VoUeyde 5!ope Stability Nomogroph
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RES ULTS

The results of this investigation appear in two forms. The first

is the overall word and weighting factor descriptors as determined by the

Stream Reach Inventory. The second form of presentation is the stability

nomographs created for this study. Photographs will also be used to illus-

trate selected characteristics of the channel system of the North and

South Forks of Rock Creek.

t'_-. -.-1,-

Stream Reach Invent

Measurements and estimates of channel characteristics have been tab-

ulated and appear in Table 4. Column 23 is the overall stability rating

for each reach. The sum of reach length times total weighting factor for

each reach yields a rating for the total length of the North Fork channel

evaluated. The North Fork is rated as 'Fair' in stability, or resistance

to erosion, according to these procedures.

Nomograph Analysis

Nomograph analysis of each stream reach yields stability ratings of

the streambed, channel bank, and valley-side slope. These ratings are

made on a linear axis with 1.0 being the most unstable condition and 10.0

being the most resistant. Comparison of stability between reaches can be

made on the basis of the positions of lines plotted on nomographs and by

analysis of the stability numbers. Columns 20, 21, and 22 present nomo-

graph results. Individual nomographs appear in Appendix A, Part I of this

report.

Channel Characteristics

Various channel characteristics are interrelated in determining the
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'Fair' evaluation of the North Fork channel system, Figure 13. The

following is a brief summary of characteristics which have a major impact

on the stability of the channel.

Clearcut logging has reeectly occurred within Reach 9, Figures 14

and 15. It is apparent that maintenance of the integrity of the stream

channel was not one of the protective measures undertaken within this

cutting unit. Logging debris choked the channel in many instances,

equipment was driven through the stream, and channel cleanup was not

initiated. This stream reach was rated 'Fair' mainly because a peak

flow has not occurred to redistribute disturbed material within the

channel.
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Figure 14. Reach 9, clearcut unit with effected stream

channel.
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Figure 15. Reach 9, root wad in channel with subsequent

ponding and channel enlargement.
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Reach 6 of the North For} is cuL through bedrock, Figure 16.

Vertical rock walls up to 30 meLers n height line each side of the

channel. The channel is obstructed with a voluminous amount of organic

debris deposited from the uçpor slopcs. The majority of this debris is

composed of large tree trunks and is estimated, therefore, to be stable.

But the potential for debris danmting and the release of material during

a peak flow event is high. Based upon this potential, and the extreme

channel gradient (25 percent) of this reach, a 'Fair' rating was assigned.

H' :?)k'? 4

Figure 16. Reach 6, rock walls with extreme channel

gradient.
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A series of four beaver dain are located between Reaches 4 and 5,

Figure 17. The major impact of these dams is the potential for break up

and release of stored water and debris during an extreme flow event.

wr'

Figure 17. Reaches 4 and 5, beaver dam, site of

potential debris torrent.

One of the most ubiquitous characteristics of the North Fork channel

is the large amount of organic material within the channel. This is the

result of natural degradation of vegetation ripariari to the stream, organic

debris deposited into the channel from mass wasting of valley-side slopes,

and lateral undercutting of vegetation by the stream. Debris jams are

numerous and the potential for additional damming is high. Flow deflec-

tors are also numerous and lateral cutting initiated by the deflectors is

common throughout the length of the channel, Figures 18, 19, and 20.
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Figure 18. Reach 3, organic debris in stream,
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Figure 19. Reach 2, lateral cutting and channel

deflection initiated by mass wasting.
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Figure 21. Reach 3, segment of reach that could be

classified 'Fair' to 'Good'.
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Some segments of the North Fork channel display characteristics

of a 'Fair' to 'Good' channeL Figure 21. Primary reasons for this are

the reduced valley-side slope qradient. ard absence of large amounts of

organic debris in the stream.

South Fork

Stream Reach Inventory Rating

Tabled values for channel stability factors as measured and evaluated

appear in Table 5. Overall ratings from Stream Reach Inventory methods

for each of the nine study reaches on the South Fork are found in Column

23. The total length of channel for the South Fork was assigned a 'Poor'

rating by a length of channel weighted mean technique, Appendix B, page

Nomograph Analysis

Columns 20, 21, 22, of Table 5 are values for streairibed, channel

bank, and valley-side slope stability determined from plots of channel

characteristics on stability nomographs. Relative comparison of stability

is possible from analysis of these values and by referring to nomographs,

Appendix A, Part II.

Channel Characteristics

The predominant influence on the stability of the South Fork channel

is the slide that occurred in Reach 9, Figure 22. The subsequent debris

torrent from this slide scoured the total 4.7 kilometer length of the

downstream study channel, Figure 23. Re-adjustment of the valley-side

slope is occurring throughout much of Reach 7, 8, and 9, Figure 24. A

clearcut logging unit is located on the southern slope of Reach 5. Logging

proceded down to the stream channel, and this Reach currently has the

largest volume of accumulated debris within this channel.
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i 4j

Figure 22. Reaches 8 and 9, landslide scar approximately 300

meters in length and 100 meters wide.
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Slope failures, bank sloughing, and lateral cutting of the stream

channel can be expected in the. South Fork with the first major peak

flow events that occur. Exces5ive g;atient.s of valley-side slopes make

the South Fork channel esp.cialiy v'ilnorie to slope failures. Many

of the factors of safety (F) values ioroach unity, which indicates

instability, Table 5.

Flow deflectors are becoming more conunon within the South Fork

channel as lateral cutting under tree root masses progresses, Figure 25.

The effect of these flow deflectors in the stream will be increased

cutting of the channel bank, bank slumping, and sediment addition to the

stream.
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Figure 25. Reach 3, lateral cutting by the stream has

caused this tree to slump into the channel.

This becomes a site for flow deflection at

higher flows, and addition bank cutting.
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Periodic water samp1c were collected and analyzed for hydrogen

ion concentration (pH), turbithty, specific conductance, Table 6.

Turbidity and pH were det.eimined using Model DR-EL 1206-00 Hach kit.

Specific conductance was measured with a Lab-Line Lectro Mho-Meter,

Model MC-3 field meter.

ThBLE 6. PERIODIC WATER QUALITY DATA.

Specific
Turbidity conductance

Date Stream/Reach Flow (ft/sec) (JTU) pH (4ho)

2.23.77 South, 9 0.8 31 7.05 38

2.23.77 South, 1 1.7 17 7.60 73

2.23.77 North, 1 1.5 15 7.50 78

2.26.77 South, 9 - 130 6.30 31

2.26.77 South, 1 - 15 7.70 70

2.27.77 North, 10 1.0 12 7.05 29

2.27.77 North, 9 0.6 12 7.05 30

2.27.77 North, 1 2.6 21 7.01 63
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DISCUSSION

The Stream Reach Inventory as applied in this study is a subjective

evaluation technique that has definite limitations. It complies with the

stated purpose of systematically assessing the resistive capacity of

streams to erosion. But the relationships between factors included in

the Inventory have not been distinctly defined, i.e. mass wasting contri-

butes X percent to channel instability. Definition of the level of

contribution of each of the parameters would increase the utility of the

Inventory. Perhaps this was not done to avoid a system that would be

developed from site-specific criteria.

The primary use of the Inventory results would be for identification

of environmental hazards and critical reaches. Stream segments that

exhibit a high tendency for instability (a critical reach) could be mapped

and therefore subjected to protective measures under a management scheme.

The Stream Reach Inventory is based upon estimates of mean values

of parameters for reaches of varying length. Thus, the Inventory does not

possess the inherent sensitivity to yield a predictable relationship for

the timing and magnitude of sediment addition to a stream. If stream dis-

charge and sediment load monitoring accompanied the Stream Reach Inventory,

a definition of the relationship between channel condition and sediment

production could be obtained.

It has been estimated that streamf low volume is increased when more

than 40 percent of a watershed is denuded (Rothacher, 1970). Beyond this

critical level, the increased streamf low volume can be expected to augment

sediment production in unstable channels. The question then arises, to

what degree will the increased streamfiow affect channel stability and

sediment production? Independent assessment of channel conditions will

not provide the information to answer this question.
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Problems Encountered

Various difficulties were encountered during the employment of the

Stream Reach Inventory for this investigation. A brief summary follows.

Map Coverage

Accurate topographic mapping of the area to be assessed is essential

for informative results. The 1:15,840 scale U.S.D.A. Forest Service

mapping used was excellent for basin morphometric analysis. But the 50

foot contour interval consistently underestimated valley-side slope grad-

ients. It was therefore necessary to obtain field measurements for factor

of safety (F) determination.

Photographic Coverage

It is generally not feasible to use aerial photography for channel

evaluation in forested areas. Canopy cover typically reduces the visibi-

lity of the channel. But recent and large scale imagery can be utilized

for stream reach location, land use delineation, and mass wasting site

identification. Adequate coverage of the Rock Creek drainage was not

available.

Channel Characteristics

Delineation of streambed, channel banks, and valley-side slope is

necessary for application of the Inventory. It is often difficult to

differentiate between these segments of the channel cross-section, parti-

cularly when a channel floodplain is present.

Particle Angularity and Brightness

The Stream Reach Inventory was developed in Montana where bedrock is

typically of granitic origin. Weathering of this material produces angular

fragments with high chroma or reflectence. In the Oregon Coast Range,
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bedrock is sedimentary or volcanic. 1eaLhered material is often rounded

upon its entrance into a stream system, Figure 26. The chroma of eroded

particles in this area is also difficult to ascertain. Therefore particle

angularity and brightness proved to he inadequate estimators of bedload

movement.

Figure 26. Rounded weathering of igneous material.

Proximity to stream is 3 meters.
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ICOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

ReconiTnenda tions

It is recommended that further investigation of channel parameters

be undertaken to determine those which best describe channel stability

for streams in the Pacific Northwest. This investigation should also

develop numeric weighting factors which most accurately describe the

contribution of individual channel parameters. Such a study would neces-

sarily have to differentiate between physiographic regions such as the

Coast Range, West side of the Cascade Range, or East side of the Cascade

Range.

Specific parameters that should be the subject of further investiga-

tion are those which estimate the degree of bedload mobility. Particle

angularity and brightness do not adequately describe bedload movement for

streams which have sedimentary or igneous bedrock as source materials.

In these cases increased weight could be assigned to bank stability para-

meters. A difficulty with this approach is that bedload sediments are

delivered from upstream segments. Streambed stability is a partial

function of upstream processes.

An estimator of organic debris stability could be included in a

channel stability inventory. The resistance to movement of organic debris

is dependent upon the size and weight of individual particles, potential

peak flow in a stream, and stability of associated channel banks.

A channel stability inventory allows comparability between stream

reaches. Incorporation of this procedure at gaging stations would increase

the utility of information collected at these stations. This scheme is

currently being employed along the Trans Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) in

Alaska (Childers and Jones, 1975).
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Based upon the data compiled from the Stream Reach Inventory arid

supportive information, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. The Stream Reach Inventory successfully assesses stream channel stabi-

lity on a general level. Variation of ratings of specific parameters

can be expected but overall ratings should be comparable.

2. The South Fork of Rock Creek, due to re-adjustment of channel slopes

and banks, excessive valley-side slopes, and accompanying high level

of mass wasting, was classified as 'Poor' in channel stability.

3. The North Fork channel system of Rock Creek was rated as 'Fair' in

stability. Primary influential factors were excessive valley-side

slopes, channel obstructions and flow deflectors created by organic

debris, and extreme channel gradients on upper reaches.

4. Definite conclusions about the impact of the debris torrent on the

South Fork can not be made, but it appears that this channel dis-

turbance has decreased the stability of the channel system.

5. Channel protection should be a primary consideration in logging units

and in the placement of roadways.

6. Stability nomographs graphically represent the relationship between

channel parameters used in estimating streambed, channel bank, and

valley-side slope stability.

7. The Stream Reach Inventory can be used to identify stream reaches

which exhibit instability and should be protected from anthropogenic

disturbances.

8. The Stream Reach Inventory can be used to identify stream reaches that

are stable and can tolerate land use modification of valley slopes.
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9. The Stream Reach Inventory data analysis does not yield a predictable

relationship between channel condition and the timing and magnitude

of sediment production.
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FOOTN OTES

1. The Tyee Formation at this location has also been mapped as the

Flournoy Formation by Baldwin, 1974, Eocene Stratigraphy of South-

western Oregon, Oregon Dept. Ceol. and Mineral Indus. Bull. 83, 4Op.

2. Personal communication with Corvallis Municiple Watershed

management personnel.

3. Pfankuch, D., t7Stream Reach Inventory and Channel Stability Evalu-

ation, U.S.D.A. Forest Service, Northern Region, April 1975, p. 1.

4. Personal communication with Mr. Pfankuch, January, 1977.
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Appendix A, Part I

Stability Nomograpi-is for the

North Fork of Rock Creek
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Stability Nomographs for the

South Fork of Rock Creek
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personal experience and observations. My Northern Region
colleagues, past and present, have contributed so much
in the way of suggestions and critique that it is imposs-
ible now to say "this is his and this is mine'. My thanks
and appreciation go especially to Dave Rosgen and Lee Silvey
who labored through several revisions of the field loris with

me. Now the ball passes to you. Take it and run!

Dale J. Pfankuch, Forester
Lola National Forest
Missoula, MT
March 17, 1975
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STREN1 REACh LVEffORY AND Cw;EL STABILI1Y LVALUATI1
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Channel evaluations are best made durzr periods OJ l.ra jlow.

These procedures were developed to SyatOOtZs meas-
urements and evaluations of the resistIve capacity of mountain
stream channels to the detachment of bed and bank materials
and to provide information about the capacity of streams to
adjust and recover from potential changes in fLoi and/or in-
creases in sediment production.

Uses: The information may be gathered at a "poInt" for
projects such as bridge sites, campground, etc., or in
complete channel analyses for fisheries, timber management
water balance or multiple use inventories and planning.
Stream reaches may be stratified by order and geologic type
and sampled to an intensity that meets survey requirements.
'Point' as used here always means a reach of sufficient
length to provide the observer with a range of information
on which to base a sound selection from available alternat-
tives.

Instructions: The card format of k-i Form 2500-5A and this
pocket field guidebook are designed to be used together - in
the field. Use a separate rating card for each length of
stream that appears similar. Identify the reach on Card Form
2500-iA, on maps and/or photos in sufficient detail so others
can locate the same reach at some future time.

The inventory items are completed using maps, aerial photos
and field observations and measurements. Circle all estimated
data items that could be measured but weren't. The precision
of measurements will be dictated by the requirements of the
particular inventory. These standards should be clearly in
mind when the work begins.



The evaluation portion of the inventory requires judgement
based on experience and the criteria outlined in this
booklet. The condition descriptions, briefly explained on
the tally form, are amplified in more detaIl in the pages
that follow. As you begin the evaluation phase of the inven-
tory, a few words of caution arc in order. Avoid keying
in on a single indicator or a small group of indicators in
making ratings. Since the indicators are interrelated, don't
dwell on any one item for long. If all are used without bias,
the maximum diagnostic value can be obtained. Do the best
you can. Experience hae shown that over and underratings
tend to balance out. Total rating scores made by inexperienced
persons arc often numerically close to the scores of those
with more experience.

Keep in mind that each item directly or indirectly is designed
to answer three basic questions:

1. What are the magnitudes of the hydraulic forces at
work to detach and transport the various organic and
inorganic bank and channel components?

2. How resistent are these components to the recent
stream flow forces exerted on them?

3. What is the capacity of the stream to adjust and
recover from potential changes in flow volume and/or
increases in sediment production?

The channel and adjacent flood plain banks are subjectively
rated, item by item, following an on-the-ground inspection.
Circle only one of the numbers in parentheses for each
item rated. If actual conditions fall somewhere between
the conditions as described, cross out the number given
and below it write in an intermediate value which better
expresses the situation as you see it.
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NOTE': Channels out to bedrock are always rated Excellent.

DEFINITION OF TER11S AND ILLUSTRATIONS

Bank - That portion of the topographic cross section
from the break in the general slope of the surrounding land
to the normal high water line. Terrestrial plants and
animals normally inhabit this area.

Lower_Banks - The intermittently submerged portion of the
channel cross section from the normal high water line to
the water's edge during the summer low flow period.

Chanoc Bottom - The submerged portion of the channel cross
section which is totally an aquatic environment.

_.._Extrerne High Water Line._..... _____

j......___Normsi high Wetr Line ._ -
UpperBank--N

ower Bank

hannel Bott

Stream Sta - The height of water in the channel at the
time of rating is recorded, using numbers 1 through 5.
These numbers, as shown below, relate to the surface water
elevation relative to the normal high water line. A decimal
division should be used to more precisely define conditions,
i.e. , 3.5 means 3/4ths of the channel banks are under
water at the time of rating.

5= F1oo. The flood

covered.
Channel full to the

normal high water line.

plain is completely

3= Moderate. Bottom and 1/2 of
lower banks wetted.

tle of the lower banks wet.
2= Low. Bottom covered but very

Essentially no flow. Water
may stand in bottom depressions.

2 3



Upper Banks

Lower Banks

Bottom

KEY CARD FOR FIELD FORM 25QQ

KEY NUMBER ON FIELD CARDS

Itea Rated
Landforrn Slope

Mass Wasting or Failure 2(existing or potential)
Debris Jas Potential

(Floatable Objects)

Vegetative Bank 4
Protection

Channel Capacity

Bank Rock Content 6

Obstructions
Flow Deflectors 7

Sed intent Traps

Cutting 8

Deposition 9

Rock Angularity 10

Brightness 11

Consolidation or
Particle Packing

Bottom Size Distribution and
Percent Stable Materials

Scouring and
Deposition 14

Clinging Aquatic
Vegetation

(Moss and Algae)

4
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9-1 STREAM REACH INVENTORY and CHANNEL STABILITY EVALUATION

REACH 1CATlON Survey Date&jZ TimneL Obs. - OP.

Forest.BtLLQJ_ iir.
Stream&rO W/s No.
Reach Description & Aert.j

Other Ide mm till cat i_&7V -/9/

,Z Tnl17i?'iie rT1TTi5'ronverse side)
EXCEIL1iIIT hOOD

1 BLnkslomsm raft<). Bank s I jrlll I c nt jO-'_
No ev idmmnne of post or army infrequent and/or very ma1l.

2 potential for future nasa Mostly healed over. Low (6)
wastir into channel. future potential.
EsrenititIly absent from (2t

'

Irucent but mostly small
twD'u and limlu.lrnod ml C channel area.
70- Icrol ty Fewer planttm/ plant densIty. Vigor

and variety ommgemntmm a poc ies or lower vigor (6)
deep, dense, soil bin4i ne, uiveest a less dense or
root, sass. fee p root mass.
Ample for present plus some Adequate. Overtxtnk f1ow

5 increases. Peak flows con- (I) rare Width tm Depth (W/D) Q
tainmmd. W/D ratio <7. ratio8teli__

6
3+ with large angular 0) to h5l, m'':ly scsi!

boul fern 1 2"+ numerous. heel urs to Co ebIs 5-i

Hocks an) old logs firmly 0cc pm sent, sinus nmg ores mae
embedmied . Flow pattern with- cross currem.s sri firer pool

7 out cutting or deposition. 0 filling. Obstructions and (Li)

Pools and riffles stable. deflectors newer and lens
r l mm.

Little or none evident. Sore, nr-termtly at
8 Infrequent raw banks loss (Lt) ommtcurvoaar1 5otcictions.

than 0" high generally.
Li ttie or no enlargement Some mew iocre,s" jr oar

Q of channel or point bars. formmstvmn. mmutiy from ()
some gravels.

10
Sharp elgos and corners

-
Uoummmied corners and edges,

jnns surfaces rnqmed. ' merfac's smooth and flat.
Surf's men do I!, darius red , or lea, ly dull hut may have up
stained, Den. not "Orirt'. '' to P% bright surfaces.

12
Assorted si Zn; tightly 'iCurately rxickol with
pocked and/or cv lajoins. soc, overinppi ng.
No chance in sirs evident. Distribution ohift slight.

b
Stable_materinls 0O-115)ii. StOle materials 5O-q(y.
Less than 5 of the bottom 5-jl effected. Scour at

14 affected by courinq and no sl cors and where (12)
d*v'ition. grabs stomtmm.n. Sore

dej,pitinn j,p_pools.
Cosmcn. Alral form in lowAbunlan t Crow th lamely

15 mnosr-ike, dark green, per- (1) velocity & pool areas. Moss (p

enn il. In swift water too. her' too are swifter waters.
EXCEllENT COJIlEN TOTAL Cm CD ChLUMN 'I101AL --t 2,2 I

Add values is each column and record in spaces below. Add column scores.
E.j+ G.2L+ F.+ P._ 52 Total Reach Score.

Adjective ratings:<58Excellent, 9- ts'- one 77-l1Fair, 115s-Poor4
(Scoreo above may be locally adjus e y Forest HydrologIst)

91-Form 2500-5A Rev.1-75 Side 1.

5
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INVENTORY DATA (observed or measured on thl date) Side 2

Stream W)dth_6_ft.X Ave.Depthft.X Ave.Ve1ocit/s,a.y1ow cia
Reach Stream T'urbidity Stream Sinuosity
Gralnt3_%, Order_, Level Stage3 Ratio

°ForC A)r_ Otherspgz2,
t)&+erQL4&(s4j 5cL4.&pIe &ttte n

Key dtabiiity 1ndicatcrjyC)aooes
PAIR

Mc:rate frenuency dr. Zr?,

Ø 014CR

I

Preorrent or larpe, causing
2 wIth some raw spots eroded (9) s;iiricnt nearly yeariors OR (12)

by wa Cr dur ne h ion fJ ows
Ercoert, vol ruin and S re (6)

torn nest danror of rare.
rodera to to heavy anus ohs (8are bothicreasini'.

5C-7( denr;i ty. Lower vigor <5Oi enoi ty plus fewer
an) st l I fewer rrr ron (9) species & leo'; vigor mdi- (12.)
fern a noewfi.tf, nba Iriw and c:rte pier, d iscont, I riuous
if errs I lOhiS ri? r':r;s I ri that low root mass,
Bore ly 'orita Inn iornt I rJiquate. Uverhurnk flows

5 pert's. Occats meal overEsink (3) corirnon. w/n ratio > 25. (4)f1Nin.W/toltc2
21) to 41,j(, with most In (61 < 2(Y,i rock fragments of

6 ito' i6"da'etprlass.
Morriratelly frequent, coder-

veln:z1-J'or Less,
hreournt obstructions arid

ately unstable obstructions duflectors cause hank ero-
7 & deflictors rove w th riCh (h) lot: yrarlorrr. Sediment (8)

water earning hank cutting traps full, channel
i5ationoocornr

Significant. Cuts l"_21+" A liroot curie i tiliOUS Cuts,
8 htjtr. Riot. mat ovortranri; (12) noIre over 214 tii14h i'ai 1- (16)

and sicruihi ni' ev dent, ore of overf:ii'ri frenreerit.
Moderate doposition of raw bxterisve detosits of pre-

9 gravel & coarse sand on (1?) dom I riantly ti in porticirs. (ib)
old and some new birs. Accelerated tsar devilonrent.
Corners & edges well round- (3) kell rounded In all Olsen- (4)
ed n lye dirncr: lots.

()
nurtacio__smooth.

lretot'iirismnt.ely bright, '3t (4Mixture, ill-511,i dull tot
br ) ph t 3-0 'ir. C spore if or ticoirrul surfaces.

12
Mostly rn looc a:nortrient No lvrckin1t evirrot, Loose (8)wlfr ti acrarenr tnrih easily mover),

13
Mo Ir; r ' etiani') fl BlOyS Marld 1 lot ri ii; t ion ch.r poe.
Stahir marerialt; 2o-'_ :tsabte rrsrter:aln 0-'35A.
3-'lCtC after ted. llrlos its Mc,re t ban iUi of the bottom

14
& scour at otistructioris, (18) in a state f flux or (24)rcrntrintions, anrt latIn, cbaiige nrarlv vearlong,
Sort' Flit rn of nool s,
Present. out spotty, mostly l'ererrnia.l types scarce or

15 in backwater areas. Sanon- (3) absent, Yellow-green, short (4)
a] blooms make rooks si irk. term bicom msav be present.

PA 8 COLUMN lulAL -L6J PoOl) COLUMN 'uTAL 0
Sire Compost t ion of lInt too Materials (Total to

1. Exponed bedrock ............_Q 5. Small rubble, 3"-b" .....
2. 1are boulders, 3's Lila ,_ji 8, Coarce gravel, l"_i3"....2,
3, Small boulders, 1-3' .......JQj 7. Fine gravel, 0.1-1" .....
4, large rubble, ó"-la" ....... JJI 8. Sand, silt, clay, nruck,,__>

Amplification of the Stream Channel Evaluation Items

General

Space on the field form permits only the very briefest
description of the various components. This field booklet
provides, in the text which follows, some of the basic
rationale in support of these brief "kernels' or core
thoughts. These explanations are arranged in the same order
as they appear on tire field form.

The channel cross section is subdivided into three components,
to focus your attention on the various indicators to be subjec-
tively evaluated. Once again, you are cautioned not to key in"
on any one item or group of items. All that have been included
are interralated and all must be used in an unbiased way to
achieve consistent evaluations of tire current situation.

Stream channel ratings should not be attempted without
the preparation provided by this Field Guide. Tire language
of the text has been kept rather general to ivoid limiting
its use as a management tool to a small geographic area.
These general descriptions, coupled with your local exper-
ience, will stimulate mental images of indicator conditions
which, when shared with fellow workers, will lead to consis-
tent, reproducible ratings.

Illustrations in tIre text should be considered general in nature
and not specific for all situations. it is suggested that local
condItions be photographed and tire pictures added to this FIeld
Guide to achieve local uniformity.

A word of additional caution: Keep the scale of the reach being
evaluated in context witir tire scale of dimensions given in the
text and on the inventory form. Rating items were taylored for
and best fit tIre 2nd to 4th order stream reaches. Very small,
unbrancired, first order segments will require a scaling down
of sizes while tire larger stream and river reaches will require
some mental enlargement of tire criteria given to fit the situation.

STir/sAM 0//Ut/I CLASSIFICATION

First order streams arc nrtbraiiched reuchca found usually
but not cxc1u35Vcly at thc head of drainage basins. Second
order reachc'8 arc formed when iso or ,sorr firet order
reaches come togethc'r' and so on as illustrated below.

0:1



I. Upper Channel Banks

The land area immediately adjacent to the stream channel is B. Mass Wasting Hazard This rating involves existing or

normally and typically a terrestrial environment. Landforms potential detachment from the soil mantle and downslope

vary from wide, flat, alluvial flood plains to the movement into waterways of relatively large pieces of

narrow, steep termini of mountain slopes. Intermittently this ground. Mass movement of banks by slumping or sliding

dry land flood plain becomes a part of the water course. Forces introduces large volumes of soil and debris into the

of velocity and turbulence tear at the vegetation and land, channel suddenly, causing constrictions or complete

These hydrologic forces, while relatively short lived, have . damming followed by increased stream flow velocities,

great potential for producing onsite enlargements of the stream cutting power and sedimentation rates. Conditions

channel and downstream sedimentation damage. Resistance of the deteriorate in this element with proximity, frequency

component elements on and in the bank are highly variable. This and size of the mass wasting areas and with progressively

section is designed to aid in rating this relative resistence poorer internal drainage and steeper terrain:

to detachment and transport by floods.
1. Excellent: There is no evidence of mass wasting that

A. LandformSlog: The steepness of the land adjacent to the has or could reach hc stream channel.

Stream channel determines the lateral extent and ease to
which banks can be eroded and the potential volume of 2. Good: There is evidence of infrequent and/or very

slough which can enter the water. All other factors being small slumps. Those that exist may occasionally be

equal, the steeper the land adjacent to the stream, the raw but predominately the areas are revegetated

100 greater the potential volume of slough materials. ioo and relatively stable.

The 60% limit for poor was selected as a conservative / 3. Fair: Frequency and/or magnitude of the mass wasting

gravitational repose angle for unconsolidated soil situation increases to the point where noraal high water

materials. Slopes steeper than this are rated poor aggrevates the problem of channel changes and subsequent

because they would erode into the stream by gravity undercutting of unstable areas with increased sedimen-

80 alone, if denuded of their protecting vegetation. The 80 tation.

other ratings built on this limit and are arbitrarily
set as follows: 4. Poor: Mass wasting is not difficult to detect because

of the frequency and/or size of existing problem areas

N 1. Excellent: Side slopes to the channel are or the proximity of banks are so close to potential

less than 30 percent on both banks, sides that any increases in the flow would cut the toe

60 and trigger slides of significant size to cause down-

2. Good: Side slopes up to 40% on one or occasionally stream water quality problems for a number of years.

both banks.

' 3. Fair: Side slopes to 60% common on one or both banks
.'

o F
40 4. Poor: Steep slopes, over 60%, provide larger volumes_ 40

of soil for downstream sedimentation for each incre-

2:

PERCEilT SLOPE SCI1LE

Hold this page at arms length. .match the slope of the topography
with the percent elope lines on the scale above.

Ma au tlnq o top d'tee2y Ln.o th 4tn.eam cluznne.t.
8 9



C. Debris Jam Potential Floatable objects are deposited on
stream banks by man and as a natural process of forest
ecology. By far, the bulk of this debris is natural in
origin. Tree trunks, limbs, twigs, and leaves reaching
the channel form the bulk of the obstructions, flow deflec-
tors, and sediment traps to be rated below. This inventory
item asess tire potential for increasing these impediments
to the natural direction and force of flow where they now
lay. It also includes the possibility of creating new
debris jams under certain flow conditions.

1. ç,jlp_t_: Debris may be present on tire banks, but
is so situated or is of such a size, that tire stream
is not able to push or float it into the channel and,
therefore, for all intents and purposes * it is absent.
In truth, there may be none physically present. Both
situations arc rated the same.

2. Good: The debris present offers some bank protection
for a while but is small enough to he floated away in
time. Only small jams could be formed with this material
alone.

3. Fair: There is a noticeable accumulation of all sizes
and the stream is large enough to float it away, at
certain times, thus decreasing the bank protection and
adding to the debris jam potential downstream.

4. Poor: Moderate to heavy accumulations are present due
to fires, insect attack, disease mortality, windthrow,
or logging slash. High flows will float some debris
away and the remainder will cause channel changes.

:.r
S.' .' -' - S -.

:

iL
A e't.ce o dhn jan o 4rna.fL 4Lz rnrtte,t4LiL4
LLke. .th one. 4hown hi -the. cetteJt o Ch-L6 phcto
cue. hJ.. Lteni to be. ita..tr'd "Pooh.".

B. Vegetative Bank Protection: The soil in banks is held in
place largely by plant roots. Riparian plants have almost
unlimited water for both crown and root development. Their
root mats generally increase in density with proximity to
the open channel. Trees and shrubs generally have deeper
root systems than grasses and forbs. Roots seldom extend
far into the water table, however, and near the shore of
lakes and streams they may be comparatively shallow rooted.
Some species are, therefore, subject to windthrow.
In addition to tire benefits of the root mat in stabilizing
the banks, the stems help to reduce the velocity of flood
flows. Turbulence is generated by stems in what may have
been laminar flow. 'rho seriousness of this energy release
depends on tire dens ity of both overstory and understory
vegetation. The greater tire density of both, the more
resist once d Is p1 ;iyed . Daimurge f rem turb u lance is grea test
at the per Iplre ry arid dimin isires with diStance from the
normal channel. Other factors to consider, in addition to
tire dens ity of sterns , are tire vane t los of vegetation, the
vigor of growth arid tire reprodire turn processes Vt;rI ml
variety is more desirable thin a mormc'tyric p1 arr I co:-r mini ty
Young plants, growl rig ansi reprsrdrrci og V ,gorous I y , arc better
than old, decadent stands.
1. Excellent: Trees, shrubs, grass and [orbs "nob med

cover shore tiran 90 percent of tire ground. Openings in
this nearly complete cover are small and evenly dispersed.
A variety of species and ago classes are repro aented.
Growth is vigorous arid reproduction of spe clams In both
tire under- arid over-story is proceeding at a rate to
insure continued ground cover conditions. A dsetr,
dense root mat is Inferred.

2. Good: Plants cover 70 to 90 percent of the ground.
Shrub species are more prevalent than trees. Openings
in tire tree canopy are larger than tire space resulting
from the loss of a single mature individual. While the
growth vigor is generally good for all spocios, advanced
reproduction fray be sparse or lacking entirely. A

root mat is riot continuous and more serious erosive
incursions are possible in tire openings.

3. Fair: Plant cover ranges from 50 to 70 percent. Lack
of vigor is evident in sonic individuals and/or species.
Seedling reproduction is nil. This condition ranked
fair, based mostly on tire percent of tire area not
covered by vegetation with a deep root flat potential
and less on tire kind of plants that make up tire over-
story.

4. Poor: Less than 50 percent of the ground is covered.
Trees are essentially absent. Shrubs largely exist
in scattered clumps. Growth and reproduction vigor
is generally poor. Root mats discontinuous and
shallow.

10 11



II. Lower Channel Banks
3. Fair: Channel barely contains the peak runoff in

The channel zone is located between the normal high water and
average years or less. Width to depth ratios range

low water lines. Both aquatic and terrestrial plants may
from 15 to 25.

grow here but normally their density is sparse.
4. Poor: Channel capacity generally inadequate. Over-

The lower channel banks define the present stream width.
bank floods quite common as indicated by kind and
condition of the bank plants and the position and

Stability of these channel banks is indicated under a
accumulation of debris. Width to depth ratio 25 or

given flow regimen by minor and almost imperceptable changes
in channel width from year to year. In other words, encroach-

more.

ment of the water environment into the land environment is nil.
B. Bank Rock Content: Examination of the materials that

make up the channel bank will reveal the relative
Under conditions of increasing channel flow, the banks may

resistance of this component to detachment by flow forces.
weaken and both cutting (honk encroachment) and deposition

Since the bonks are perennially and intermittently both
(bank extension) begin, usually at bends and points of con- aquatic and terrestrial environments, these sites are
striction. Cutting is evidenced by steepening of the lower

harsh for most plants that make up both types. Vege-
banks. Eventually the banks are undercut, followed by cracking

tation is, therefore, generally lacking and it is the
and slumping. Deposition behind rocks or bank protrusions volume, size and shape of the rock component which pri-
increase in length and depth.

niarily determine the resiatence to flow forces.

As the channel is widened, it may also be deepened to A soil pit need not be dug. Surface rock and exposed
accomodate the increased volume of flow. For convenience

Cut banks will enable you to categorize this item as
only, changes of channel bottoms are observed separately listed by percentage ranges on the field form.
and last in this evaluation scheme.

1. Excellent: Rock makes up 65% or more of the volume
A. Channel Capacity: Channel width, depth, gradient, and

of the banks. Within this rock matrix large,
roughness determine the volume of water which can be

angular boulders 12' (on their largest axis) are
transmitted. Over time channel capacity has adjusted
to the size of watershed above the reach rated, to

numerous.

climate, and to changes of vegetation. Some indicators
2. Good: Banks 40-65% rock which are mostly small

of change are widening and/or deepening of the channel
boulders and cobble ranging in size free' 6-12"

which affects the ratio of width to depth. When the
capacity is exceeded, deposits of soil are found on

moan diameter. Sonic may be roundod while others
are angular.

the banks and organic debris may be found hung up in
the bank vegetation. These are expressions of the

3. Fair: 20-40% of bank volume rock. While some big
most recent flood event. Indicators of conditions as

rock nay be present, most fall into the 3-6"
recent as a year or two ago niay b&difficult or impossible

diameter class.
to find, but do your best to estimate what normal peak flows
are and whether the present cross section is adequate to

4 Poor: Less than 20% rock fragments, mostly of
handle the load without bank deterioration.

el sizes 1-3' in diameter.

1. Excellent: Cross sectional area is ample for present
peak volumes plus some additional, if needed. Over-
bank floods are rare. Width to depth ratio less than
7; i.e., (36' wide i- 6' deep 6).

2. Good: Adequate cross sectional area contains most
peak flows. Width to depth ratio 8 to 15.
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C. Obstructions and Flow Deflectors: Objects within the
stream channel, like large rocks, embedded logs, bridge
pilings, etc., change the direction of flow and some-
times the velocity as well. Obstructions may produce
adverse stability effects when they increase the velocity
and deflect the flow into unstable and unprotected banks
and across unstable bottom materials. They also may pro-
duce favorable impacts when velocity is decreased by
turbulence and pools arc formed.

Sediment__Trqq: Channel obstructions which dam the flow
partly or wholly form pools or slack water areas. The
pools lower the channel gradient. With this loss of
energy the sediment transport power is greately reduced.
Coarse particles drop out first at the head of the pool.
Some or all of the fine suspended particles may carry
on through.

Embedded logs and large boulders can produce very stable
natural dams which do net add to channel instability.
Some debris dams and beaver dams, however, are quite un-
stable and only servo to increase the severity of channel
damage when they break up.

The effectiveness of these sediment traps depends on pool
length relative to entrance velocity. The swifter the
current, the longer the pool needed to reach zero velocity.
Turbulence caused by a falls at the head of the pool
shortens the length required to reach zero velocity.

how long these traps are effective depends on depth and
width as well as pool length and, of course, the rate of
sediment accretion.

Items of vegetation growing in the water, like alders,
willows, cattails, reeds, and sedges are also effective
traps in some locations and reduce flow velocity and
sediment carrying power.

.Tci,..
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Ovejt.tuitnad 4ho Un tnc.4 bacoriie ob4ttuc,ti.oyz4 and ow dacton..o
a4 4hocJn heAe. 1 /tequev .ut .the te.ach, 'w..te thLo .te.m "Pooh.".

C. Obstructions and Flow Deflectors (Continued)

1. Excellent: Logs, rocks, and other obstructions to
flow are firmly embedded and produce a pattern of
flow which does not erode the banks and bottom or
cause sediment buildups. Poolriffle relationship
stable.

2. Good: Obstructions to flow and sediment traps are
present, causing cress currents which create some
minor bank and bottom erosion. Seme of the obstruc-
tions are newer, not firmly embedded and move to
new locations during high flows. Some sediment is
trapped in pools decreasing their capacity.

3. Fair: Moderately frequent and quite often unstable
obstructions, cause noticeable seasonal erosion of
the channel. Considerable sediment accumulates be-
hind obstructions.

4. Poor: Obstructions and traps so frequent they are
intervisible, often unstable to movement and cause
a continual shift of sediments at all seasons. Since
traps are filled as soon as formed, the channel migrates
and widens.
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Cutting and Deposition are concominittent processes. You
can't have one without the other. However, it is possible
for each to be taking place in different roaches of the same
stream at the same time, and hence the separation for classi-
fication purposes which follows.

D. Cutting: One of the first signs of channel degradation
would be a loss of aquatic vegetation by scouring or
uprooting. Some channels are naturally devoid of aquatic
plants and here the first stages would be an inérease in
the steepness of the channel banks. Beginning near the
top, and later extending in serious cases to the total
depth, the lower channel bank becomes a near vertical wall.

If plant roots bind the surface horizon of the adjacont
upper bank into a cohesive mass, undercutting will follow.
This process continues until the weight of overhang
causes the sod to crack and subsequently slump into
the channel. Differential horizontal compaction and
texture could also result in undercut banks even with
an absence of vegetative cover. There are sutse loosely
consolidated banks that with or without vegetation are
literally nibbled away, never developing much, if any,
overhang.

1. Excellent: Very little or no cutting is evident.
Raw, eroding banks are infrequent, short and pre-
dominately less than 6' high.

2. Good: Some intermittent cutting along channel out-
curves and at prominent constrictions. Eroded areas
are equivalent in length to one channel width or less
and the vertical cuts are predominately loss than 12"

3. Fair: Significant bank cutting occurs frequently
in the reach. Raw vertical banks 12 to 24' high are
prevalent as are root mat overhangs and sloughing.

4. Poor: Nearly continuous bank cutting. Some reaches
have vertical cut faces over 2 feet high. Undercutting,
sod-root overhangs and vertical side failures may also
be frequent in the rated reach.
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E. jon: Lower bank channel areas are generally the
steeper portions of the wetted perimeter and may
be rather marrow strips of land that offer slight oppor-
tunity for deposition. Exceptions to this statement
abound since deposition is often noted on the lea side
of large rocks and log deflectors which form natural
jetties. However, these deposits tend to be short and
narrow. On the less steep, lower banks, deposition during
recession from peak flows can be quite large. The appear-
ance of sand and gravel bars where they did not previously
exist may be one of the first signs of upstream erosion.
These bars tend to grow, primarily in depth and length,
with continued watershed disturbance(s). Width changes
are in a shoreward direction as overflow deposition takes
place on the upper Ijanks. l)imensional deposition 'growth'
15 11 Bii,Jd by thi S Zt' and orientation of the nhn4t ruet1on
to flow along the channel hauks, flow velocity and a con-
tinuing upstream sediment supply.

Deposition may also occur on the inside radii of bends,
particularly if active cutting is taking place on th
opposite shore. Also, deposits are found below cetiatric-
tiens or where there is a sudden flattening of stream
gradient as occurs upstream above geologic nic points.

1. Excellent: Very little or no deposition of fresh
silt, sand or gravel in channel bars in St raighit
reaches or point bars on tite inside banks of curved
reaches.

2. Good: Some fresh deposits en bars and behind obstruc-
tions. Sizes tend to be predominately frets the larger
size classes - coarse gravels.

3. Fair: Deposits of fresh, coarse sands and gravels
observed with moderate frequency. Bars are enlarging
and pools are filling so riffle areas predominate.

4. Poor: Extensive deposits of predominately fresh,
fine sands, some silts, and small gravels. Acceler-
ated bar development coarsen. Storage areas are now
full and sediments are moving even during low flow
periods.
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III. Channel Bottom

Water flows over the channel bottom nearly all of the time
in perennial streams. It is, therefore, almost totally an
aquatic environment, composed of inorganic rc constituents
found in an infinite variety of kinds, shapes, and sizes.
It is also a complex biological community of plant and
animal life. This latter component is more difficult to
discern and may in fact, at times and places, be totally
lacking.

Both components, by their appearance alone and in combination,
offer clues to the stability of the stream bottom. They are
arbitrarily separated and individually rated for convenience
and emphasis during the evaluation process. Because of the
high reliance on the visual sense, inventory work is best
accomplished during the low flow season and when the water
is free of suspended or dissolved substances. If ratings
must be made in high flow periods, sounds of movement may
be the only clue as to the state of flux on the bottom.

A. Rocks from stratified, metamorphic form-
ations break out and work their way into channels as
angular fragments that resist tumbling. Their sharp
corners and edges wear and are rounded in time, but
they resist the tumbling motion. These angular rocks
pack together well and may orient themselves like
shingles (imbricated). In this configuration they are
resistant to detachment.

In contrast, igneous rocks often produce fragments that
round up quickly, pack poorly and are easily detached
and moved downstream.

Excellent to Poor ratings relate to the amount of round-
ing exhibited and, secondarily, the smoothness or polish
the surfaces have achieved. Some rocks never do smooth
up in the natural environment, but most round up in time.
Both conditions, of course, are relative within the
inherent capability of the respective rock types.

An gui al
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Rounded

B. Rocks in motion "gather no moss', algae
or stain either. They become polished by frequent
tumbling and, as a general rule, appear brighter in
their chroma values than similar rocks which have
remained stationary. The degree of staining and vege-
tative growths relate also to water temperature, seasons,
nutrient levels, etc. In some areas a bright" rock will
be "dulled' in a matter of weeks or months. In another
it may take years to achieve the same results. Never-
theless, even slight changes during the spring runoff
should be detectable during the next summer's survey.
Look first for changes in the sands and gravels.

1. Excellent: Less than 5% of the total bottom should
be bright, newly, polished and exposed surfaces.
Most will be covered by growths or a film of organic
stain. Stains may also be from minerals dissolved
in the water.

2. Good: 5 to 35% of the bottom appears brighter,
some of which may be on the larger rock sizes.

3. Fair: About a 50-50 mixture of bright and dull
with a 15% leeway in either direction (i.e., a
range of from 35 to 65% bright materials).

4. Poor: Bright, freshly exposed rock surfaces pre-
dominate with two-thirds or more of the bottom
materials in motion recently,
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C. Consolidation (Particle Packing): Under stable conditions,
the array of rock and soil particle sizes pack together.
Voids are filled. Larger components tend to overlap like
shingles (imbricate). So arranged, the bottom is quite
resistent to even exceptional flow forces. Some rock
types (granitics) are less amenable to this packing
process and never reach the stable state of others like
the Belt Series rocks.

1. Excellent: An array of sizes are tightly packed
and wedged with much overlapping which makes it
difficult to dislodge by kicking.

2. Good: Moderately tight packing of particles with
fast water parts of the cross section protected
by overlapping rocks. These might be dislodged
by higher than average flow conditions, however.

3. Fair: Moderately loose without any pattern of
overlapping. Most elements might be moved by
average high flow conditions.

4. Poor; Rocks in loose array, moved easily by less
than high flow conditions and move underfoot while
walking across the bottom. The shape of these
rocks tends to be predominantly round and sorted
so that most are of similar size.

----1;-

Side View. of Substrete

D. Bottom Size Distribution and Percent Stable Materials:

Rocks remaining on a stream's bottom reflect the geologic
sources within the basin and the flow forces of the past.
Normally, there is an array of sizes that you expect to
see in any given local. After a little experience, you
begin to "sense" abnormal situations. Generally, in the
mature topography typical of the Northern Region of the
Forest Service and much of the other western Regions as
well, the flow in the small, steep upper stream reaches
is sufficient to wash the soil separates and some of the
gravels away. What remains is a gravelly, cobbly stream
bottom. In the lower reaches where the gradient is less
and flow is often slower, deposition of the "fines"
eroded above begin to drop out. The separates of sand,
silt, and some clay begin to cover the coarser elements.
Except where trapped in still water areas, these fines
tend to be in constant motion to ever lower elevations.
Two elements of bottom stability are rated in this item:
(1) Changes or shifts from the natural variation of com-
ponent size classes and (2) the percentage of all com-
ponents which are judged to be stable materials, bed-
rock, large boulders, and cobble stones ranging in size
from one to three foot or more in diameter are considered
'stable" elements in the average situation. Obviously,
smaller rocks in smaller channels might also be classed
as stable. The sizes are given only to guide thought.
Bedrock as a major component of bottom and banks, no
matter what size the channel or how the other elements
rate, away results in an excellent classification of
that reach.
1. Excellent: There is no noticeable change in size

distribution. The rock mixture appears to be nor-
mal for the kind of geologic sources in the basin
and the flow forces of streams of this size and
location in the watershed.

If a shift or change has taken place so there are
greater percentages of large rock in the small
streams and smaller sizes in large streams, the
condition class most appropriate should be checked.
It is a matter of degree as follows:
(Stable Materials 80-100%).

2. Good: Slight shift in either direction.
(Stable Materials 50-80%).

3. Fair: Moderate shift in size classes.
(Stable Materials 20-50%).

4. Poor: Marked, a pronounced shift.

(Stable tiaterials less than 20%).
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E. in and/or Deposition: Items of size, angularity
and brightness already rated above should lead you to
some conclusions as to the amount of scouring and/or
deposition that is taking place along the channel bottom.

1. Excellent: Neither scouring or deposition is much
in evidence. Up to 5% of either or a combination
of both may be present along the length of the
reach; i.e. , 0-S feet in 100 feet of channel length.

2. Good: Affected length ranges from 5 to 30%. Cuts
are found mostly at channe const rictions or where
the gradient steepens. Deposition is in poois and
backwater areas. Sediment in poois tends to move
on through so pools change only slightly in depth
but greatly in composition of their size classes.

3. Fair: Moderate changes are occurring. 30 to 50%
of the bottom is in a state of flux. Cutting is
taking place below obstructions, at constriction
and on steep grades. Deposits in pools now tend to
fill the pool and decrease their size.

4. Poor: Both cutting and deposition are common; 50%
plus of the bottom is moving not only during high
flow periods but at most seasons of the year.

--Zoo. of Scour
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F. Aeuactation: When some measure of stabilization
of the soil-rock components is achieved, the channel
bottom boconea fit habitat for plant and animal life.
This process begins in the slack water areas and eventu-
ally may include the swift water portions of the stream
cross section. With a change in volume of flow and/or
sedimentation rates, there may also be a temporary loss
of the living elements in the aquatic environment. This
last item attempts to assess the one macro-aquatic bio-
mass indicator found to best express a change in channel
stabi lity.

ClippMoss and Al&.ae: These lower plant forms do not
have roots but cling to the substrate. They are low
growing and may first appear as a green to yellow-green
slick spot on the bottom rocks. MOSS plants continue
with slight variation In color but no great changa in
mass form season to season. Algae by contrast have a
peak of growth activity and then die off in groat numbers.
The slippery conditions they produce persist after death,
however.

Both algae and moss inhabit the swift water areas as well
as the quiet pools and backwater portions of the stream
bottom.

1. Excellent: Clinging plants are abundant throughout
the reach from bank to bank. A continuous mat of
vegetation is not required but moss and/or oigao
arc readily seen Ia all directions across the Stteam.

2. Good: Plants are quite common in the slower portions
of the reach but thin out or arc absent In the swift
flowing portions of the stream.

3. Fair: Plants are found but their occurrence is
spotty. They arc almost totally absent from rocks
in the swifter portions of the reach and may also
be bscnt in some of the slow and still water areas.

4. Poor: Clinging plants are rarely found anywhere in
the reach. (This is an unusual situation but could
happen under a combination of adverse environmental
conditions).
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Management Implications

After beating the brush, getting your feet wet and fighting
insects, you have established a series of channel ratings.
You may now ask, "What do these numbers mean and how are they
used in making a management decision?.

By now you know this subject is complicated and precludes
indepth answers here. The following brief answers may
satsify you of they may raise more questions. When this
happens, it's time to consult your Forest hydrologist fordetailed, specific answers.

The numbers and the adjective ratings they relate to
mean what they say. A stream channel reach that rates
"poor" has a combination of attributes that will require
more judicious upstream management of the tributary
watershed lands than one rated excellent. This rating
procedure was not designed to fix blame for poor land
and water management or to reward good management, although,
in time, it could be used for this purpose. Before passing
judgment, be aware that natural, undistruhed watersheds may
exhibit poor hydologic conditions. Conversely, a highly
developed and used watershed may have a drainage network in
good hydologic shape. The rating system will therefore
have the most value to land managers who have definite water
management goals, who can relate these to impacts of other
resource uses and activities, who understand natural limita-
tions, and are willing and able to use the system to define
the risks they are willing to take to maintain or alter the
Status quo.

One use of this rating system is to assess conditions and
define impacts along short reaches of stream. Channel
conditions can be evaluated in terms of stream stability
and potential for damaging water quality at culvert and
bridge sites, at campgrounds and aaministrative sites or
wherever livestock and wildlife concentrate near or across
a water course. A channel rated "poor" at a culvert site,
for example, cannot withstand as much constriction or
gradient change as one rated "good". Armed with this
additional knowledge, the decision could be to change
locations, redesign the intallation or select a different
type of structure to protect the aquatic habitat.

The primary use of this system is to assess entire channel
systems within a watershed and to use the results in
conjunction with other hydrologic analyses to augment
silvicultural prescriptions. Rapid changes in the density
and areal extent of vegetation on a watershed can increase
stream discharges. Channel systems rated "excellent"

can withstand these increases with less damage than
systems rated "poor". "Poor" systems can withstand
gradual changes better than abrupt changes in the
discharge regimen.

To calculate an overall rating for a stream system, (1)
multiply the length of each reach by its numeric rating,
(2) add the weighted products of all reaches in the system
and (3) divide by the total length of the system.

For example:

Reach A : 3.2 miles x 80 (fair) - 256
Reach B : 0.5 miles x 100 (poor) - 50
Reach C : 2.0 miles x 40 (good) - 80

Total : 5.7 miles 386

Stream system average: 386 S.7 6h1 Cecd)

Land and water should not be tranaged an tha basIs of
averages. In the above example, the teae. systers is
composed of three reaches which rate "good" on the
average, but a "weak link" has been identified. Reach
B is in "poor" condition. One of t1r obvaus usas of
this system is to identify "weak links" and tu discover
what, if any, opportunity exists to cnrer the conJitIo.
It matters little if the damaged area Is rurura] or man-
caused. The discovery of "weak linrr' shonid reasonably
alter upstream land management to the extent necessary
to achieve stated land and water management objectives.

The procedures should ultimately serve as a check and
a measure of management success. The net effects of
each nes increment of change within the watershed
management unit will ultimately be expressed in the
condition of the stream channel responding to a new
hydraulic regimen. Prudent managers will seek these
trend data by periodic reappraisal of channel conditions
and respond to adverse changes before Impacts to the
water resource become unacceptable and unalterable.
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